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Nostalgia and naturalness. Individuality and performance. Men's
fashion in the coming winter shows more reclined and matured and
rediscovers the formalwear.
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Retro styles and high-quality essentials stand for a new sense of
truthfulness in menswear. Groundedness and a sensual realism
that rises above anything fast-moving: long-lasting classicism will
also be lived as a sustainable idea in the coming season. Noble
wool coats complement the range of puffers, classic patterns like
glen checks and lattice checks are combined with hoodies and fine
knits stand confidently next to casual sweaters. Smartness defines
the cuts as well as the high-quality materials with technical
benefits. Sportiness is key. Jerseys, knits and sweats are layered
monochrome - casual in shades of gray, fashionable in rust tones
or classy in light neutrals. The combination of different haptics
makes the looks particularly exciting.
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As in womenswear, ready-to-wear and suiting are gaining in
importance as a fashion statement for men as well. Even though
sportiness and comfort continue to define everyday life, neat
formalwear is a fashion statement. After many seasons of broken
suits, jackets and pants are again perfectly coordinated and tonally
layered with turtlenecks or shirts. A set of chinos, fine knit or sweat
and a blouson looks casual. Baselayer for many outfits is the
turtleneck shirt. Troyers, Norwegian sweaters and graphic ribbed
knits, plus pants and overshirts made of corduroy and hybrid
trekking sneakers and backpacks translate the outdoor mega
theme into the urban.
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WWW.ILM-OFFENBACH.DE
#ILMOFFENBACH

Experience the unique combination of tradition, elegance and value,
innovation and contemporary design. Get to know the trends of the
industry and network with the key players of the international trade.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE FAIR FOR
INNOVATIVE AND HIGH-QUALITY LEATHER

GOODS, BAGS AND LUGGAGE 


